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The radar experiment connects the geometry of spacetime with an observers measurement of spatial
length. We investigate the radar experiment on Finsler spacetimes which leads to a general definition of
radar orthogonality and radar length. The directions radar orthogonal to an observer form the spatial equal
time surface an observer experiences and the radar length is the physical length the observer associates to
spatial objects. We demonstrate these concepts on a forth order polynomial Finsler spacetime geometry
which may emerge from area metric or premetric linear electrodynamics or in quantum gravity
phenomenology. In an explicit generalization of Minkowski spacetime geometry we derive the deviation
from the Euclidean spatial length measure in an observers rest frame explicitly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One fundamental axiom of special relativity is that the
magnitude of the spatial speed of light is a constant c for
every observer. This axiom, which has been experimentally
verified to high accuracy, see for example Sec. 2.1.2 in [1],
leads directly to the fact that observers are able to determine
the spatial length of a given comoving object via the
following radar experiment. An observer emits a light
signal which propagates along the object, the light gets
reflected at the edge of the object and propagates back to
the observer as sketched in Fig. 1. The spatial length l the
observer associates to the object is now given by half of the
time interval τO between the emission and the redetection
of the light by the observer multiplied by the constant speed
of light c

lðObjectÞ ¼ τO
2
c: ð1Þ

Since the propagation of light is encoded in the geometry
of spacetime, this experiment intertwines an observers
notion of lengths and spatial directions with the spacetime
geometry. In general and special relativity the radar experi-
ment is analyzed in Minkowski respectively Lorentzian
metric geometry where light propagates along the null cone
of the metric geometry of spacetime. It yields that the
spatial lengths l of an object is measured with the
spacetime metric and that the orthogonal spatial comple-
ment to the observer, i.e. the set of spatial directions which
generate the observers equal time surface, is given by
orthogonality to the observers tangent with respect to the
spacetime metric.
Throughout this article we analyze the radar experiment

on generalizations of Minkowski, respectively Lorentzian

metric geometry, namely on Finsler spacetimes. Here the
geometry of spacetime is not determined by a spacetime
metric but by a general length function for vectors. Our goal
is to analyze how an observers measurements of length via
a radar experiment is intertwined with the spacetime
geometry based on such a general length measure. As
we will see the analysis of the general Finsler geometric
case includes the known results from metric spacetime
geometry for a length function LðYÞ ¼ gðY; YÞ, where g is
the Lorentzian spacetime metric. In physics Finslerian
spacetime geometries are realized for example in area
metric electrodynamics [2,3] and premetric electrodynam-
ics [4]; they are considered as extensions of special [5–7]
and general relativity [8,9] and appear in the studies of
quantum gravity phenomenology [10,11]. The study of the
nonmetric electrodynamics demonstrate that it is justified
to keep the usual interpretation of the null directions on
spacetime also on Finsler spacetimes, namely that these are
the directions along which light propagates. The applica-
tions as spacetime geometry extending general relativity,
or as effective geometry emerging from quantum gravity

FIG. 1 (color online). Sketch of a radar experiment: An
observer emits light along an object which propagates back to
the observer.*christian.pfeifer@itp.uni‑hannover.de
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phenomenology show that it is important to understand
how observers measure spatial lengths in Finslerian space-
time geometries. Here we develop a precise formalism
which enables us to compare such theories with simple
length measurements and to study their deviation from
special and general relativity. The introduction of radar
lengths and radar orthogonality is only the first step in the
analysis of measurable consequence of a Finslerian space-
time geometry. In an ongoing project we consider the
other axiom of special relativity, the existence of inertial
observers, and study the transformations between different
observer on Finsler spacetimes as well as the change in the
time dilations and length contractions compared to metric
spacetime geometry.
The investigation of the radar experiment for a general

Finslerian spacetime geometry leads to the definition of
radar orthogonality and radar length without the need of a
spacetime metric. Directions radar orthogonal to a timelike
observer direction form the spatial complement of the
observer, i.e. the directions the observer experiences as
spatial equal time surface. The radar length obtained via the
radar experiment yields the physical spatial length an
observer associates to spatial objects. Moreover the intro-
duction of the concepts of radar orthogonality and radar
length is also of mathematical interest. The question how
to define orthogonality on normed vector spaces without a
scalar product has a long history, see [12] for a recent
overview, and here we introduce a generalized notion of
orthogonality on vector spaces equipped not with a norm
but with an indefinite length function.
The structure of the article is as follows. We begin Sec. II

with a review of the mathematical definitions and proper-
ties of Finsler spacetimes in Sec. II A, which are the basis
for our analysis. Afterwards we introduce the new concepts
of radar orthogonality and radar length on Finsler space-
times in Sec. II B and analyze their properties in Sec. II C.
In Sec. III we consider an explicit nonmetric Finsler
spacetime geometry on which we demonstrate that the
new concepts are nontrivial. After studying the most
general fourth order polynomial Finsler spacetime in
Sec. III A, we turn to a specific fourth order polynomial
Finslerian geometry which can be compared to Minkowski
spacetime in Sec. III B. We display the equal time surfaces
for different observers and derive how observers measure
the spatial lengths of objects in their rest frame. Finally we
discuss our result and give an outlook on future projects
based on our results in Sec. IV.

II. RADAR ORTHOGONALITY
AND RADAR LENGTH

The analysis of the radar experiment on general Finsler
spacetimes leads directly to the definition of radar length
and radar orthogonality without the need of a spacetime
metric. First we recall the necessary mathematical details of
the Finsler spacetime framework to introduce the language

we use throughout this article. Afterwards we immediately
define the notions of radar orthogonality and radar length
and clarify how these describe the radar experiment. In the
final part of this section we investigate the mathematical
properties of radar orthogonal vectors and their radar
length. The results from this chapter demonstrate clearly
that it is possible to define spatial orthogonal complements
to timelike observers consistently without the need of a
metric spacetime geometry. From a mathematical point of
view it is surprising that radar orthogonality shares proper-
ties like homogeneity with inner product orthogonality
without being trivial.

A. Finsler spacetimes

Finsler spacetimes are a very general well-defined
generalization of Lorentzian metric manifolds. The differ-
ence is that instead of on a metric the geometry is based on
a general length function L which associates a number to
each vector in the tangent spaces to the spacetime. In the
literature there exist various approaches to use Finsler
geometry as generalized spacetime geometry, for example
in [13–15], which all have their advantages and drawbacks.
Here we use the definition of Finsler spacetimes from
[9,16] since it generalizes the previous approaches and
circumvents the problem of the nonexistence of the
geometry of spacetime along the nontrivial null directions.
To recall the basic properties of Finsler spacetimes we

introduce the following notation: a point Y on the tangent
bundle TM of a manifold M in some coordinate neighbor-
hood V ⊂ TM emerging from a coordinate neighborhood
U ⊂ M is labeled with coordinates ðx; yÞ and represents the
vector Y ¼ ya ∂

∂xajx ∈ TxM. These coordinates directly give

rise to the coordinate basis of TTM and T�TM denoted by
f∂a ¼ ∂

∂xa ; ∂̄a ¼ ∂
∂yag respectively fdxa; dyag.

Definition 1.—A Finsler spacetime ðM;LÞ is a four-
dimensional, connected, Hausdorff, paracompact, smooth
manifold M equipped with a continuous function
L∶ TM → R on the tangent bundle which has the follow-
ing properties:

(i) L is smooth on the tangent bundle without the zero
section TMnfðx; 0Þg;

(ii) L is positively homogeneous of real degree r ≥ 2
with respect to the fibre coordinates of TM,

Lðx; λyÞ ¼ λrLðx; yÞ ∀λ > 0; ð2Þ

(iii) L is reversible in the sense

jLðx;−yÞj ¼ jLðx; yÞj; ð3Þ

(iv) the Hessian gLab of L with respect to the fiber
coordinates is nondegenerate on TMnA where A
has measure zero and does not contain the null set
fðx; yÞ ∈ TMnfðx; 0ÞgjLðx; yÞ ¼ 0g,
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gLabðx; yÞ ¼
1

2
∂̄a∂̄bL; ð4Þ

(v) the unit timelike condition holds, i.e. for all x ∈ M
the set

Ωx ¼
�
y ∈ TxMjjLðx; yÞj ¼ 1;

gLabðx; yÞ has signature ðϵ;−ϵ;−ϵ;−ϵÞ;

ϵ ¼ jLðx; yÞj
Lðx; yÞ

�
ð5Þ

contains a nonempty closed connected compo-
nent Sx ⊂ Ωx ⊂ TxM.

The Finsler function associated to L is Fðx; yÞ ¼
jLðx; yÞj1=r and the Finsler metric gFab ¼ 1

2
∂̄a∂̄bF2. The

fundamental geometry function L defines the geometry of a
Finsler spacetime in a similar way as a Lorentzian metric
defines the geometry of a Lorentzian spacetime. All details
on the geometry of Finsler spacetimes and their interpre-
tation from a physics viewpoint can be found in the articles
[9,16]. As a remark observe that for a two homogeneous
fundamental geometry function Lðx; yÞ ¼ gabðxÞyayb, built
from a Lorentzian metric with components gabðxÞ, Finsler
spacetimes are Lorentzian metric spacetimes.
Most important for the definition of radar orthogonality

and radar length are two properties of Finsler spacetimes
which follow from requirement ðvÞ of Definition 1.
The first one is that Lðx; yÞ defines an indefinite length
function for vectors in TxM, i.e. it associates to each vector
Y ¼ ya∂a ∈ TxM a real number, but is not positive definite

L∶ TxM → R ð6Þ

Y ¼ ya∂a ↦ Lðx; yÞ: ð7Þ

Thus L is not a norm on TxM and we rather call it an
indefinite length function since there exist vectors with
positive, negative and null length, similarly as on
Lorentzian metric spacetimes. The second important prop-
erty is the precise definition and existence of timelike
vectors. In each tangent space to the manifold it is
guaranteed that there exists a cone of vectors Cx ⊂ TxM,
bounded by null vectors, obtained from a rescaling of the
shell Sx defined in requirement ðvÞ of Definition 1. The
elements of Cx are identified as the timelike and Sx as
the unit timelike directions at the point x on the Finsler
spacetime ðM;LÞ, see [16] for a proof and more details.
These two highlighted properties of Finsler spacetimes
enable us to define a notion of orthogonality which defines
a spatial complement to each timelike vector in TxM and
the physical spatial length of each element of this comple-
ment. We now introduce the central definitions of this
article.

B. Definition of radar orthogonality
and radar length

In the literature on orthogonality in normed spaces
without scalar product exist various generalizations of
the usual definition of orthogonality with respect to an
inner product, see [12] for a modern survey. One possible
generalization of scalar product orthogonality on a normed
space, so called isosceles orthogonality, is that an element u
of the normed space is orthogonal to another element v if
and only if ∥uþ v∥ ¼ ∥u − v∥. The notion of orthogon-
ality we introduce here is a modification of the isosceles
orthogonality adapted to the existence of nontrivial null
vectors and can be interpreted as the description of the
physical radar experiment. Instead of a norm ∥ · ∥ we
formulate the orthogonality condition in terms of the
fundamental geometry function L which measures the
lengths of vectors in the tangent spaces of a Finsler
spacetime.
Definition 2.—Let ðM;LÞ be a Finsler spacetime and let

U be a timelike vector in the tangent space TxM at x ∈ M.
A vector V ∈ TxM is called radar orthogonal to U if and
only if there exists a scalar lUðVÞ such that C ¼
lUðVÞU þ V and ~C ¼ lUðVÞU − V are null vectors from
the boundary of the cone of timelike vectors Cx ⊂ TxM

LðCÞ ¼ Lðx;lUðVÞU þ VÞ ¼ 0 and

Lð ~CÞ ¼ Lðx;lUðVÞU − VÞ ¼ 0: ð8Þ

We denote radar orthogonality by the symbol U ⊥R V.
The geometric idea behind this definition of orthogon-

ality is that the timelike vector U is decomposable into null
vectors C ¼ lUðVÞU þ V or ~C ¼ lUðVÞU − V and an
orthogonal vector V as sketched in Fig. 2. In general it
is possible that there exist more than one null cone in the
tangent spaces of a Finsler spacetime along which light
propagates, see for example the bimetric example in [16],
that is why we specify the light cone in the definition of
radar orthogonality. On a flat Finsler spacetime, where the
tangent space of the spacetime can be identified with the
spacetime itself, this situation models a radar experiment in
which an observer on a worldline with timelike tangent U

FIG. 2 (color online). Geometric interpretation of radar ortho-
gonality. For every timelikeU there exists a multiple lU which can
be decomposed into a null vectors C or ~C and a spatial vector V.
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emits a light ray with tangent C that gets reflected by a
mirror at the end of V and propagates back to the observer
along a trajectory with tangent ~C, as discussed in the
Introduction and sketched in Fig. 1. The function lUðVÞ
is then interpreted as spatial length of V measured by the
observer with worldline tangent U in units of time. To
convert the length in units of time into the length in
conventional length units one multiplies the radar length
lUðVÞ by the constant speed of light c. On a curved Finsler
spacetime radar orthogonality and radar length still describe
the radar experiment infinitesimally, since there exist coor-
dinates on the tangent bundle of a Finsler spacetime around
each tangent space TxM in which curvature effects appear
only at second order in the new coordinates [17].
Definition 3.—Let ðM;LÞ be a Finsler spacetime and let

U ∈ TxM be a timelike vector and V be radar orthogonal to
U. The scalar lUðVÞ determined from the orthogonality
condition is called radar length of V with respect to U.
Definition 4.—Let ðM;LÞ be a Finsler spacetime and let

U ∈ TxM be a timelike vector. We call the set of all radar
orthogonal vectors SðUÞ the spatial complement of U in
TxM

SðUÞ ¼ fV ∈ TxMjU⊥R Vg: ð9Þ

The properties of the new notions of radar orthogonality
and radar length on Finsler spacetimes can best be studied
by a power series expansion of the orthogonality condition
(8) with respect to the components of V and with respect to
the components of U in manifold induced coordinates.
Theorem 1: Let U ¼ Ua∂a be a timelike vector in TxM

and let V ¼ Va∂a be radar orthogonal to U. The orthogon-
ality condition translates into

0 ¼
X∞
k¼0

1

ð2kþ 1Þ!V
a1…Va2kþ1 ∂̄a1…∂̄a2kþ1

× Lðx;UÞð−1Þ2kþ1lUðVÞ−ð2kþ1Þ ð10Þ

0 ¼
X∞
k¼0

1

ð2kÞ!V
a1…Va2k ∂̄a1…∂̄a2kLðx;UÞlUðVÞ−2k; ð11Þ

respectively into

0 ¼
X∞
k¼0

1

ð2kþ 1Þ!U
a1…Ua2kþ1 ∂̄a1…∂̄a2kþ1

× Lðx; VÞð−1Þ−ð2kþ1ÞlUðVÞð2kþ1Þ ð12Þ

0 ¼
X∞
k¼0

1

ð2kÞ!U
a1…Ua2k ∂̄a1…∂̄a2kLðx; VÞlUðVÞð2kÞ: ð13Þ

Proof of Theorem 1: The proof of Theorem 1 is
straightforward. Expand Eq. (8) into a power series with

respect to the components of V, respectively U, around
V ¼ 0, respectively U ¼ 0, use the homogeneity of L and
its derivatives with respect to the direction variables to
obtain the powers of l and realize that the odd and even
derivative terms of the expansion have to vanish separately
to satisfy the orthogonality condition. ▪
Observe that for polynomial Finsler spacetimes

Lðx; yÞ ¼ Ga1…arðxÞya1…yar , which are straightforward
generalizations of Lorentzian metric manifolds, the infinite
sums in Eqs. (10) to (13) terminate after finitely many
terms. For r ¼ 2, a polynomial Finsler spacetime is a
Lorentzian metric spacetime and we see directly from the
expanded orthogonality condition, Eqs. (10) and (11), that
we recover the standard notions of orthogonality and spatial
lengths from Lorentzian metric geometry

0 ¼ Va1 ∂̄a1Lðx;UÞð−1ÞlUðVÞ−1
⇒ Ga1a2ðxÞVa1Ua2 ¼ GðU;VÞ ¼ 0 ð14Þ

0 ¼ Lðx;UÞ þ 1

2
Va1Va2 ∂̄a1 ∂̄a2Lðx;UÞlUðVÞ−2

⇒ lUðVÞ2 ¼ −
GðV; VÞ
GðU;UÞ : ð15Þ

Next we investigate further properties of the generalized
radar orthogonality and radar length on Finsler spacetimes.

C. Properties of radar orthogonality
and radar length

The radar orthogonality and the radar length introduced
in the previous section are defined by two equations, either
Eqs. (10) and (11), or equivalently Eqs. (12) and (13). One
of the two equations always determines the spatial length
function l, the other determines the radar orthogonal
complement to the timelike reference vector in consider-
ation. Here we want to show that the radar orthogonality
and the radar length on Finsler spacetimes share some nice
properties with the corresponding notion on Lorentzian
metric spacetimes like the scaling behavior of the radar
length lUðVÞ, a kind of nondegeneracy and a homogeneity
condition. It is surprising that radar orthogonality has these
properties without being trivial since it has been shown
that if isosceles orthogonality admits these properties the
normed space of consideration must be an inner product
space. This is definitely not the case here, as it can be seen
from the explicit nontrivial examples we present in the next
section. Other properties, like additivity, namely that from
U⊥RV and U⊥RW follows U⊥RðV þWÞ, are no longer
valid in the general case since the orthogonality condition is
no longer linear in its arguments.
Theorem 2: Let ðM;LÞ be a Finsler spacetime and let

U ∈ TxM be timelike, V be radar orthogonal to U and
μ; λ ∈ R, then
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lλUðμVÞ ¼
μ

λ
lUðVÞ; ð16Þ

i.e. lUðVÞ is homogeneous of degree one in V and
homogeneous of degree minus one in U.
Proof of Theorem 2: Consider Eq. (11) and write the

zeroth order term on the left-hand side of the equation to
obtain

−Lðx;UÞ¼
X∞
k¼1

1

ð2kÞ!V
a1…Va2k ∂̄a1…∂̄a2kLðx;UÞlUðVÞ−2k:

ð17Þ

The left-hand side of the equation is r-homogeneous with
respect to U and zero homogeneous with respect to V. To
guarantee this scaling behavior for every term on the right-
hand side lUðVÞ must be homogeneous of degree one in V
and homogeneous of degree minus one in U. The same
conclusion can be drawn from Eq. (13). ▪
Theorem 3: Let ðM;LÞ be a Finsler spacetime and let

U ∈ TxM, then

U⊥RU ⇔ Lðx; UÞ ¼ 0; ð18Þ

i.e. the only vectors radar orthogonal to themselves are null
vectors. In particular this means that no timelike vector can
be orthogonal to itself.
Proof of Theorem 3: If U⊥RU, then by definition

Lðx;lUðUÞU þUÞ ¼ Lðx;lUðUÞU −UÞ ¼ 0. By the
r-homogeneity of L with respect to the direction coordi-
nates y we have

Lðx;lUðUÞU þUÞ ¼ Lðx;UÞðlUðUÞ þ 1Þr and

Lðx;lUðUÞU −UÞ ¼ Lðx;UÞðlUðUÞ − 1Þr: ð19Þ

Thus to satisfy the orthogonality condition either
Lðx; UÞ ¼ 0 has to hold or lUðUÞ þ 1 ¼ 0 and
lUðUÞ − 1 ¼ 0. The later condition cannot be fulfilled
but can be avoided if and only if lUðUÞ ¼ 0. The latter
inserted in the orthogonality condition again yields
Lðx; UÞ ¼ 0. The other way around, for Lðx;UÞ ¼ 0 the
orthogonality condition is trivially satisfied for V ¼ U by
the homogeneity of L as displayed in Eq. (19). ▪
As a remark observe that the zero vector is radar

orthogonal to all timelike vectors U, directly from the
defining Eq. (8) and from the fact that the zero vector has
vanishing radar length lUð0Þ ¼ 0. This implies that the
spatial complement SðUÞ always contains the zero vector
and is never the empty set.
Theorem 4: Let ðM;LÞ be a Finsler spacetime and let

U ∈ TxM be timelike, V be radar orthogonal to U and
μ; λ ∈ R, then

U⊥R V ⇔ λU ⊥R μV; ð20Þ

i.e. radar orthogonality is homogeneous.
Proof of Theorem 4: From the scaling behavior of

lλUðμVÞ proven in Theorem 2, it follows that the scaling
behavior of the terms in the orthogonality condition is

Lðx;lλUðμVÞλU þ μVÞ ¼ Lðx; μlUðVÞU þ μVÞ
¼ Lðx;lUðVÞU þ VÞμr ð21Þ

Lðx;lλUðμVÞλU − μVÞ ¼ Lðx; μlUðVÞU − μVÞ
¼ Lðx;lUðVÞU − VÞμr: ð22Þ

Hence

Lðx;lλUðμVÞλU þ μVÞ ¼ Lðx;lUðVÞU þ VÞμr
¼ Lðx;lUðVÞU − VÞμr
¼ Lðx;lλUðμVÞλU − μVÞ

⇔ Lðx;lUðVÞU þ VÞ ¼ Lðx;lUðVÞU − VÞ: ð23Þ

Thus the orthogonality conditions Lðx;lλUðμVÞλUþμVÞ¼
Lðx;lλUðμVÞλU−μVÞ¼0 and Lðx;lUðVÞU þ VÞ ¼
Lðx;lUðVÞU − VÞ ¼ 0 are equivalent. ▪
Having discussed the basic properties of radar ortho-

gonality and radar lengths we now turn to an explicit
nontrivial example Finsler spacetime geometry to demon-
strate that these concepts are indeed useful and nontrivial.

III. THE FORTH ORDER POLYNOMIAL
FINSLER SPACETIMES

To demonstrate that the abstract definitions of radar
orthogonality and radar length are nontrivial we derive
these notions on an explicit nonmetric example geometry,
which is based on a fourth order polynomial fundamental
geometry function L. We will compare the results with the
standard notions of orthogonality and spatial length known
from metric geometry, where the fundamental geometry
function is a second order polynomial. First we discuss
the general fourth order polynomial case before we turn
our attention to a specific flat fourth order polynomial
geometry that can be compared to Minkowski spacetime
geometry.

A. The general case

A suitable example of a Finsler spacetime ðM;LÞ
beyond metric geometry is the forth order polynomial
geometry derived from a fundamental geometry function of
the form

Lðx; yÞ ¼ GabcdðxÞyaybycyd ¼ Gðy; y; y; yÞ: ð24Þ
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The infinite sums from Theorem 1 which represent the
orthogonality condition reduce to the following equations:

0 ¼ −Va∂̄aLðx;UÞlUðVÞ−1

−
1

3!
VaVbVc∂̄a∂̄b∂̄cLðx; UÞlUðVÞ−3

¼ −4ðGðV;U;U;UÞlUðVÞ−1
þ GðV; V; V;UÞlUðVÞ−3Þ ð25Þ

0 ¼ Lðx; UÞ þ 1

2!
VaVb∂̄a∂̄bLðx;UÞlUðVÞ−2

þ 1

4!
VaVbVcVd∂̄a∂̄b∂̄c∂̄dLðx; UÞlUðVÞ−4

¼ GðU;U;U;UÞ þ 6GðV; V;U;UÞlUðVÞ−2
þGðV; V; V; VÞlUðVÞ−4: ð26Þ

Solving Eq. (26) for lUðVÞ2 yields

lUðVÞ2 ¼ −3
GðV; V;U;UÞ
GðU;U;U;UÞ

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
9
GðV; V;U;UÞ2
GðU;U;U;UÞ2 −

GðV;V; V; VÞ
GðU;U;U;UÞ

s
ð27Þ

and can be used to eliminate lUðVÞ2 in (25) to obtain a
necessary condition on vectors V to be radar orthogonality
to U

0 ¼ GðU;U;U;UÞGðV; V; V;UÞ2
þGðV; V; V; VÞGðV;U;U;UÞ2
− 6GðV; V;U;UÞGðV; V; V;UÞGðV;U;U;UÞ: ð28Þ

These conditions replace the well-known spatial length
and orthogonality condition from metric geometry dis-
played in Eqs. (14) and (15). Equation (27) shows explicitly
the scaling behavior of lUðVÞ which was derived in
Theorem 2. Observe that if V solves the necessary con-
dition (28) and GðV;U;U;UÞ as well as GðV; V; V;UÞ are
nonvanishing the only consistent solution for lUðVÞ2 in
Eq. (27) is the one with the plus sign. The solution with the
minus sign is not consistent with Eq. (25). Since we seek
for one solution for all possible V this singles out the
physical length an observer assigns to spatial directions as
the solution with the plus sign.
To be even less abstract we now study the concept of

radar orthogonality and radar length on a Finsler spacetime
geometry which can be compared to Minkowski spacetime.

B. An explicit example

Here we study the concepts of radar orthogonality and
radar length on a fourth order polynomial Finsler spacetime
that is comparable to Minkowski spacetime. To be able to

display our results graphically we restrict ourself to a three-
dimensional Finsler spacetime, all figures have been
obtained with Mathematica. Let M ¼ R3 and introduce
coordinates ðx0; x1; x2; y0; y1; y2Þ on TM such that the
fundamental geometry function we are interested in takes
the following form:

Lðx; yÞ ¼ −ðy0Þ4 þ ðy1Þ4 þ ðy2Þ4 þ ðy0Þ2ððy1Þ2 þ ðy2Þ2Þ:
ð29Þ

This fundamental geometry function indeed defines a
fourth order polynomial Finsler spacetime: it is smooth,
homogeneous of degree 4 and reversible, it defines a flat
Finsler spacetime since it does not depend on any coor-
dinates of the base manifold and the components of the
fundamental tensor Gabcd are given by

Gabcd ¼
1

24
∂̄a∂̄b∂̄c∂̄dL: ð30Þ

The important features of the spacetime geometry are
depicted in Fig. 3: the null structure in each tangent space
is a quartic light cone, the shell of unit timelike vectors lies
inside this null cone and the set A along which gL dege-
nerates lies outside the set of timelike vectors as required.
Observe that the degeneracy set lies outside of the set of
timelike vectors due to the cross term ðy0Þ2ððy1Þ2 þ ðy2Þ2Þ
in (29). This is why we do not consider the maybe simplest
fourth order polynomial geometry −ðy0Þ4 þ ðy1Þ4 þ ðy2Þ4
since in this case the degeneracy of gL lies inside the cone
of timelike vectors.
We will now display the orthogonal complement of the

spatial vector for observers with unit timelike tangents

U1 ¼ ð1; 0; 0Þ; U2 ¼
�
16

11

�1
4

�
1;
1

2
; 0

�
;

U3 ¼
�
1296

731

�1
4

�
1;
1

2
;
1

3

� ð31Þ

and compare them with the orthogonal complements and
their lengths of the corresponding observers in a
Minkowski spacetime. The corresponding observers in
Minkoswki spacetime are considered with the correct
normalization with respect to the Minkowski length
element LM ¼ −ðy0Þ2 þ ðy0Þ1 þ ðy0Þ2

UM1 ¼ ð1; 0; 0Þ; UM2 ¼
�
4

3

�1
2

�
1;
1

2
; 0

�
;

UM3 ¼
�
36

23

�1
2

�
1;
1

2
;
1

3

�
:

ð32Þ

To obtain the radar orthogonal complement to the unit
timelike tangents Ui we first solve the necessary condition
all radar orthogonal vectors V have to satisfy, Eq. (28).
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Among the solutions there are several which are imaginary
and so can be discarded. The real solutions then are
checked to solve condition (25) together with the solution

lUðVÞ2 ¼ −3
GðV; V;U;UÞ
GðU;U;U;UÞ

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
9
GðV; V;U;UÞ2
GðU;U;U;UÞ2 −

GðV; V; V; VÞ
GðU;U;U;UÞ

s
ð33Þ

for l from Eq. (27). Moreover we ensured that the real
solutions indeed recombine to null vectors as required
in the original radar orthogonality condition (8). Since
the necessary condition of the vectors V, Eq. (28), is a
sixth order polynomial in V the calculations could not
be performed analytically but only numerically with
Mathematica. The spatial orthogonal equal time surfaces
of the observers with tangent Ui and UMi we obtained are
displayed in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Qualitatively the same

features are visible in the metric and the Finsler geometry
case. From the standard notion of orthogonality for the
observer at rest in Fig. 4, the orthogonal complement is a
hypersurface that tilts towards the observers tangent for
observers moving relative to the observer at rest, Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. The main difference between the Finsler case
and the metric case is the magnitude of the tilt and that
in the metric geometry case the orthogonal complement is a
hyperplane, i.e. a subvector space, while in the Finsler
case the orthogonal complement of the moving observers
becomes a curved hypersurface, i.e. a submanifold.
Finally we compare the radar length of spatial objects in

observers rest frames in the Finsler spacetime in consid-
eration, given by Eq. (33), and in Minkowski spacetime,
given by Eq. (15) with G being the Minkowski metric.
Evaluating Eq. (33) on the vectors radar orthogonal to U1,
i.e. V ¼ ð0; v1; v2Þ, and evaluating (15) on the vectors radar
orthogonal to U1M, again V ¼ ð0; v1; v2Þ, yields by direct
calculation

FIG. 3 (color online). Null cone (left), future and past pointing unit timelike vectors (middle) and the set A along which gL degenerates
(right) of the Finsler spacetime geometry defined by Eq. (29).

FIG. 4 (color online). Orthogonal complement to U1 and U1M
including the trajectory λU1.

FIG. 5 (color online). Orthogonal complement to U2 and U2M
including the trajectory λU2.
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lU1
ðVÞ2 ¼ 1

2

�
ðv1Þ2 þ ðv2Þ2

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
5ðv1Þ4 þ 2ðv1Þ2ðv2Þ2 þ 5ðv2Þ4

q �
ð34Þ

lU1M
ðVÞ2 ¼ ðv1Þ2 þ ðv2Þ2: ð35Þ

Thus an observer at rest describing a spatial object with
the spatial vector VO ¼ ð0; 1; 0Þ associates the spatial
length lU1

ðVOÞ2 ¼ 1=2ð1þ ffiffiffi
5

p Þ to the object, while on
Minkowski spacetime the observer obtains the length
lU1M

ðVOÞ2 ¼ 1. In Fig. 7 the two different lengths func-
tions are displayed as function of the components of
different spatial vectors V ¼ ð0; v1; v2Þ. As for the radar
orthogonality we observer qualitatively the same behavior
of the length function but quantitative different values for
the length of the spatial vector. The study of the length of
different spatial vectors measured in an observers rest
frame on the Finsler spacetime (29) and Minkowski

spacetime completes the demonstration that the concepts
of radar orthogonality and radar length are nontrivial and
enable us to compare predictions from theories with a
Finslerian length measure and special, respectively general
relativity.

IV. DISCUSSION

In any mathematical theory of the physical world it is
necessary to describe how physical observers measure
spatial lengths. One practical way to realize this measure-
ment is to consider a radar experiment, as we have done it
throughout this article. To be able to describe this experi-
ment for a huge variety of situations like area metric
electrodynamics, premetric electrodynamics, extensions
of special and general relativity as well as results from
quantum gravity phenomenology we investigated the
experiment in a Finslerian spacetime geometry setting.
The main technical result of this article is the introduction
of the concepts of radar orthogonality in Definition 2
and radar length in Definition 3 and the fact that this
generalized notion of orthogonality is homogeneous in
this general Finsler geometric setting, see Theorem 4. The
central result for physics is that if a spacetime geometry is
described by a nonmetric Finslerian spacetime geometry,
then the spatial length an observer associates to objects
follows a different behavior than on metric spacetime. We
illustrated this fact explicitly in the examples discussed in
Sec. III where we considered fourth order polynomial
Finsler spacetimes. To get an insight how the spatial
length measure could change due to the nonmetricity of
the spacetime geometry we finally discussed a specific flat
Finsler spacetime geometry on which we derived the
deviation from the Euclidean spatial length in Eq. (34).
This work demonstrates that physical theories based on

or leading to a Finsler spacetime geometry share at least
one axiom with special relativity. In all of these theories we
can implement the axiom of a constant speed of light and,
as demonstrated here, analyze the consequences on the
measurement of spatial lengths for observers. In an ongoing
work we investigate the other axioms of special relativity
in the context of a Finslerian spacetime geometry. We will
study the existence of inertial observers; the transforma-
tions between the observers which will be modifications of
the Lorentz transformations and we will calculate the
resulting modifications in the time dilation and length
contraction due to the nonmetric spacetime geometry.
A concrete important future application of our findings is

to calculate the effect of first order quantum electrody-
namics corrections on the classical metric length measure.
As discussed in [3] based on the results of [18] the one loop
quantum electrodynamics correction to the photon action of
Maxwell electrodynamics on a Ricci flat spacetime, i.e. on
a Lorentzian metric spacetime which is a solution of the
Einstein vacuum equations, yields an area metric electro-
dynamics with area metric Gabcd ¼ ga½cgb�d þ λWabcd,

FIG. 6 (color online). Orthogonal complement to U3 and U3M
including the trajectory λU3.

FIG. 7 (color online). Radar lengths of objects in an observers
rest frame on the Finsler spacetime and on Minkowski spacetime.
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where Wabcd is the Weyl tensor of the spacetime and
λ ¼ α=ð90πm2

eÞ. The analysis of the radar experiment
in the Finsler spacetime geometry which describes the
propagation of light for this area metric geometry will
yield a correction to the metric spatial length measure
which comes from first order quantum electrodynamic
effects.
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